
  Kristin Keith:Hello everyone!  We will begin at 7 pm 

  Kristin Keith:Where is everyone from? 

  Mary Jo Cherry:the Cleveland area 

  Jeanne Heitzman:I'm tuning in from Willmar, Minnesota 

  CHONDA LONG:Springfield, VA 

  Jennifer Acheson-Klein:Toronto, Ontario 

  Jenn Skelding:Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

  Ken Craig:Sparta, TN 

  Kevin Mertz:Hello from Calgary, Alberta 

  Magen Gray:Kentucky 

  Sarah Baird Whelan:St. John's, NL 

  Kristin Keith:Mary Jo...go Indians!  I'm originally from Ohio 

  Martha Adams:Waco, Texas 

  Mary Jo Cherry:For sure! 21 in a row!!! 

  Marie Sykes:Marie Sykes, California 

  Charity Morris:Central New Jersey 

  Radhakrishnan Palaniswamy:I am a math faculty at Community College of Baltimore County, MD 

  Naiome Lashley:Naiome Lashley : Toronto Canada 

  Pat Glubka:Wisconsin 

  Barb Borgwardt:Barb form Wisconsin 

  Sarah MacKinnon-Cormier:Charlottetown, PEI 

  Temperance Landrum:Alabama 

  Joy Donlin:Joy Donlin: Annapolis, MD 

  Barb Borgwardt:Hi, Pat Glubka! 

  Kay Smith:Kay Smith Northfield,MN 

  Deborah Thompson:Kentucky 

  Jillian Scheschuk:Northeast New Jersey 

  Magen Gray:Hi Deborah! I'm from Owensboro. How about you? 

  Charlene Hanchak:Char Hanchak in Ann Arbor Michigan 

  Carly Orden:Northern NJ 

  Michele Niece:Michele Niece Kirkwood School District, missouri 

  Charlene Hanchak:Mary Jo where in Cleveland?  I was .raised in Berea 

  Mary Jo Cherry:Pepper Pike/Lyndhurst 



  Pam Steinkirchner:south of akron, ohio 

  Marsha Fleming:Atlanta, GA :) 

  Beverly George:Michigan 

  Deborah Thompson:Crestwood, east of Louisville 

  Melissa Madsen:Loganville, Georgia 

  Kortney Schwartz:Howdy from Oklahoma City! 

  Magen Gray:Been raining most of the day here. 

  Charlene Hanchak:East side 

  Melissa Madsen:Marsha-- where in Atlanta are you? 

  Sharon Acquard:Willmar, MN 

  Mary Jo Cherry:Pam- Where in Ohio are you? I'm just north of you. 

  Madeline Powers:St. Louis, MO! 

  Belle Lewis:Good morning from Melbourne 

  Adriana Blanford:I am currently living in Central, IL.  I am originally from the Chicago area 

  Laurie Callbeck:Laurie - Prince Edward Island, Canada 

  Heather FOGLIA:Hello from Gardiner, NY 

  Adriana Blanford:Princeton, IL to be specific is where I am living 

  Lawrence Knight:Lawrence Knight,Ny 

  Mary Fugate:Beth Fugate, TN 

  Michael Gannon:Michael Gannon: Kingston, NH 

  Denise Rawding:Hello from New Jersey! 

  Michael Porrazzo:Meriden, NH 

  Shelley Hunter:Shelley Hunter - Florenceville, New Brunswick, CANADA 

  Jean-Francois Latour:Arctic Bay, Nunavut, Canada 

  Justina Thomson:Justina Thomson Warren NJ 

  Wendy Lessard-Clouston:Hello from Whittier, California 

  Pamela Hutchison:Benicia, CA 

  Jerry Moreno 2:Jerry Moreno  University Hts. Ohio 

  Elizabeth Needham:Bellingham Washington 

  Leigh Plahna:East Longmeadow, MA 

  Cherry Crandon:Cherry from Nassau, Bahamas. 

  Tracey Jaggi:Tracey Jaggi - Berrien Springs, Michigan 

  Grace Bonds:Hello from Florence, Alabama! 



  Rachel Pomeroy:Marquette, Michigan! 

  Christopher Smith:New Haven, CT! 

  Paula Caso:North Olmsted, Ohio 

  Kari Kokka:Pittsburgh, PA 

  Marsha Fleming:Melissa, I live in Duluth and work at Springmont School in Sandy Springs 

  Jill Staples:Toronto, Ontario 

  Belle Lewis:Will the recording be available for us to revisit later? 

  Erica Cairoli:Erica, K-5 Mathg Specialist in NJ 

  Glenna Gustafson:Glenna Gustafson,  

  Glenna Gustafson:40 years 

  Barb Weidus:Hello from King MIlls, Ohio 

  Denise Parker:Denise Parker Upper Marlboro, MD 

  Melissa Madsen:Marsha-- I am a grew up in Duluth-- So cool 

  Lori Byrnes:Kalama, WA 

  Elizabeth Needham:louder please 

  Jenn Skelding:Sorry I cannot hear 

  Brenda  Diesslin:Ames, Iowa 

  CHONDA LONG:You might have to turn up your volume  

  Marsha Fleming:that is cool! It's a great place to be :) 

  Barb Borgwardt:Could be a bit louder 

  Danielle Dinh:Santa Clara, CA 

  helen garcia-chavez:cant hear the speakers very wel 

  Christina Lincoln-Moore:awesome  

  Kathleen Lizotte:Massachusetts 

  Kristin Keith:If the level isn't very loud, you may need to turn up your volume 

  Jo Ann Isken:Jo Ann Isken:  UCLA 

  Rod Krause:Sorry I am late.... glad to say hello to all 

  Nur Baiti Nasution:Greetings from Indonesia 

  Rod Krause:From Dubbo NSW Australia 

  John Christiansen:Hello. Sorry to be late. I had some trouble getting on. 

  Sherry Hammond:will this be available later? 

  Elizabeth Needham:will this PPT be available for download? 

  Christopher Burnett:Greeting from Philadelphia PA. 



  Kristin Keith:Sherry, we will post a recording 

  Sherry Hammond:thanks 

  cindy elwood:Hi from Dallas 

  Kristin Keith:we will not post the ppt slides, but we will post a recording 

  Jennifer Mak:Greeting from 15th Street ES, San Pedro, CA 

  debbie campagna:Debbie Campagna. From Hobart Tasmania Australia 

  Samantha Savage:what time does this go until? 

  Michelle Hale:Lots of space to walk 

  Sarah Baird Whelan:Arrays 

  Shelley Hunter:Groups are important 

  Martha Adams:lots of space for collaboration 

  Cheryl Chew:Collaboration 

  Erin Morgan:collaborative space 

  Rebecca Doty:Both encourage group work. 

  Christopher Burnett:Space for team work 

  Alina Schoenecke:groups 

  Marsha Fleming:collaboration spaces are common 

  Jennifer Reisinger:table groups 

  Leigh Plahna:collaborative space 

  Mark Schmit:students are not isolated from one another 

  Lori Byrnes:No students are sitting alone.  They face each other. 

  Nicole Cook:Seating offers collaboration 

  Paula Caso:small groups 

  helen garcia-chavez:children are seated in groups 

  Jenny Padilla:culture of collaboration 

  debbie campagna:Small tables for collaboration 

  Kendra Lockman:I notice Meeting Areas in both 

  Magen Gray:students in groups 

  Michele Niece:clusters 

  Charity Morris:collaborative space 

  Lawrence Knight:supports collaboration 

  Gemma Font Roig:team work 

  Beverly George:Meeting areas in both rooms! 



  Jenn Skelding:flexible groupings 

  Kathleen Lizotte:teacher desk off to the side 

  Rebecca Doty:Meeting area 

  Barb Weidus:studnet grouping, easily accessible 

  John Christiansen:grouping 

  Justina Thomson:student centered 

  Alina Schoenecke:Teacher desk in corner 

  Denise Parker:collaborative learning space 

  Lisa Rovner:Group seating 

  Kari Kokka:Looks like the space is set up to allow for student choice and flexibility of 
seating/workspaces 

  Kortney Schwartz:Facing each other, encourages conversaton 

  Linda  Waltz:when the desks are separated the teacher can walk around and interact more 

  Michael Gannon:groupings 

  Jim Karditzas:chairs are not in rows. I see that students can easily talk with a partnere or group 

  Rod Krause:Group focused in both but one has a central learning space 

  Jennifer Mak:table groups to allow collaboration and team work 

  Erica Cairoli:flexible seating 

  Heather FOGLIA:Peer sharing 

  Rachel Pomeroy:Students facing one another, promotes communication and collaboration. 

  Nicole Cook:Teacher des is not central 

  Ken Craig:Guite's room allows the teacher to move freely all over the room 

  Magen Gray:large common meeting area 

  Charlene Hanchak:palces for small gorup instruction 

  Jeanne Heitzman:opportunity for groups to work together 

  Michele Niece:meeting area of discourse 

  Kendra Lockman:I don't see a "front" of the room 

  Cherry Crandon:large and small grouping 

  Christina Lincoln-Moore:grouping say every voice matters 

  helen garcia-chavez:environment supports collaboration difference 1.6 large groupings 

  Pam Steinkirchner:room for the teacher to walk around and talk to students in groups 

  Mary Jo Cherry:focus on student space 

  Robert Briggerman:Flexible seating allows for group and independent work.  It is great for students 
who do not do well in traditional seating. 



  Naiome Lashley:lots of space for collaborative work and room for movement 

  Adugna Mekonnen:Adugna Kebede, MD 

  Radhakrishnan Palaniswamy:welcome Adugna Kebede 

  Stephanie  Caragher:Hi from NH 

  Heidi Kwalk:Joing late... sorry! 

  Heidi Kwalk:Thank you! 

  Robert Briggerman:This is absolutely fabulous!  So student-centered and helpful. 

  Robert Briggerman:By viewing the work on math wall from week to week students can reflect back and 
utilize prior strategies and those of other students.   

  Christina Lincoln-Moore:Hi Carolee! 

  Magen Gray:Clear up misunderstanding 

  Christopher Burnett:To reflect on what their level of understanding truly is. 

  Mary Fugate:ownership in the knowledge 

  Dylan Swift:So I can understand their thinking 

  Michele Niece:share ideas 

  Martha Adams:they can help each other  

  Stephanie  Caragher:hear different ways to solve a problem 

  Shelley Hunter:Share ideas ... become the teacher 

  Pam Steinkirchner:when they talk, they really think about what they are doing and why it works 

  Jill Staples:check for understanding 

  Paige Smith:So I understand their thinking.  It is a way to formatively assess 

  Mary Jo Cherry:let us know what they are thinking 

  Heather FOGLIA:to feel comfortable with mixunderstandings 

  Lori Sincavage:share different strategies 

  hyejin park:to see what they know 

  Michie Hafen:to practice communication and collaboration  

  Sima Misra:Make their thinking visible, learn from each other, build on each others' ideas 

  helen garcia-chavez:sharing viewponts 

  Heidi Kwalk:To learn from one another. 

  Christopher Burnett:To also identify misconceptions in their understnading. 

  Cheryl Chew:To learn from each other and hear their though process.  

  Ken Craig:to learn from each other  

  Jennifer Mak:to help them verbalize their thinking and make sense with their thinking 



  Denise Parker:to present multile ways of solving problems 

  Michele Niece:the why behind their strategy 

  Beverly George:If they can explain their thinking to others, they are more likely to truly understand it. 

  Michelle Hale:When they speak, they are developing a deeper understanding of the content because 
they have to formulated it into a complete thought 

  Kim Sarwee:share thinking and reasoning 

  Melissa Madsen:to find their misconceptions 

  Michele Niece:build confidence 

  Rod Krause:Helps top embed concepts into their longer term memory 

  debbie campagna:to share their strategies and learn from each other 

  Stacy Wozny:Learn from others, hear different ideas, ways 

  Charlene Hanchak:So that they can construct and communicate their mathematical thinking 

  Paula Caso:Brainstorming strategies gets them to examine their own thinking 

  Samantha Savage:to asses their understanding  

  Jeanne Heitzman:through their discourse the will make meaning of the math instead of us making 
meaning for them 

  Sarah Baird Whelan:improve number sense and communication 

  Linda  Waltz:by students verbalizing, they illustrate their understanding  

  Kortney Schwartz:To practice turning thoughts into words and conveying big ideas to a group 

  hyejin park:thier mathematical reasoning 

  Heather FOGLIA:to be able to explain reasoning 

  Cheryl Chew:*thought 

  Laurie Smilack:To give them a variety of perspectives and ideas for how to tackle problems. 

  Lexi Brummet:so we can find classroom and individual misconceptions 

  Michele Niece:making thinking visible 

  Mark Schmit:to engage in the mathematics 

  Dylan Swift:So students can learn each others thinking 

  Denise Rawding:To build a collaborative understanding of the mathematics they are working with 

  Jill Staples:uncover their thinking and theories 

  Nur Baiti Nasution:to know their understanding 

  Grace Bonds:check for understanding  

  Madeline Powers:so students can see what is possible by example of their peers 

  Lori Sincavage:verbalize mathematical thinking 



  Jim Karditzas:So at least in one area in their life they are talking to each other about something 
significant. 

  Rebecca Doty:Through discussion, students make sense of their own thoughts. They learn from each 
other and also simply by constructing their thoughts from math world to language world. 

  Deborah Thompson:shared knowledge 

  Charity Morris:share ideas, thinking  and learning 

  Cathery Yeh:Heidi Kwalk is with us right now. Feel free to ask her questions about her classroom 
configuration or the place value chart on her cabinet doors!  

  Rachel Pomeroy:to share understanding and clarify knowledge by making their thinking public. 

  Stacy Wozny:Use math vocabulary 

  Kendra Lockman:to give them ownership of the ideas 

  Kathleen Lizotte:develop reasoning skills- explain and convince others of their math ideas 

  Barb Weidus:know what a student is thinking or what prior knowledge they bring to the problems 

  Robert Briggerman:Learning strategies from peers and so they learn the language of mathematicians. 

  John Christiansen:Talking is thinking. 

  Laura Marino:to help you explain to each other and also make sense themselves  

  Michie Hafen:and to go over different strategies  

  Christina Lincoln-Moore:mathematics understanding comes from the soul-it must be expressed 

  Erica Cairoli 2:Know their entry point to a task and to address their misconceptions 

  Christopher Burnett:Verbalizing conceptual understanding 

  Leigh Plahna:to solidify their thinking; to listen to and learn from others' strategies; to make thinknig 
visible 

  Kortney Schwartz:To have their voices heard and valued, and be heard and valued as human beings 

  Adriana Blanford:When students teach they learn the information better 

  helen garcia-chavez:improve communication about math. 

  Naiome Lashley:explain thinking to deepen their understanding of concepts 

  debbie campagna:to reason and problem solve 

  Lori Ricard:to question each other and serve as instructional resources for each other 

  Jenny Padilla:chance to explain their their thinking and learn strategies from each other. 

  Carla Madrid:To share their thinking 

  Lori Byrnes:Not only does it help other students see different strategies, it also helps the speaker clarify 
their own undersstanding 

  Kate Carl:Justifying their thinking creates deeper understanding 

  Carly Orden:to share different approaches to solving a problem 

  Shannon Pasvogel:Develop their vocab and increase their communication skills 



  Lori Byrnes:we lost you! 

  Michele Niece:we lost the sound 

  Christopher Burnett:oops! 

  Leigh Plahna:yes 

  Michie Hafen:did it disconnect?  

  Christopher Burnett:Yes 

  Lori Byrnes:Yep 

  Rebecca Doty:Yep 

  Charlene Hanchak:y 

  Heather FOGLIA:oui 

  Shannon Pasvogel:here 

  Cherry Crandon:y 

  Kristin Keith:Sorry!! 

  Christina Lincoln-Moore:omg 

  Michele Niece:yes 

  Robert Briggerman:yes 

  Kristin Keith:Thank you for your patience! 

  syita fatih:yup 

  rini utami:i am rini from Indonesia 

  Michie Hafen:Awesome worksheet! Can we access this anywhere? 

  Heather FOGLIA:Wait! You have a TEXTBOOK???? 

  M Ellis:The problem solving sheet is available in the book's More4U (part of NCTM website). You get 
the More4U code with the book. 

  Michael Gannon:llollllll    oost 

  Belle Lewis:Create two shapes that show the correct answer 

  Mark Schmit:determine which products will end in 5. 

  Kendra Lockman:Name three ways to do the multiplication 7x8 

  Sarah MacKinnon-Cormier:Find 5 expressions that have the same value.  6.  7. 

  Nicole Cook:How is the product of one problem similar to the product of another. 

  Beverly George:What do you notice about the products that have a factor of 5? 

  Lori Byrnes:Complete each product that has three as a factor 

  Pam Steinkirchner:What is 5 x 8?  How can you use that to solve 6 x 8?  4 x 8? 

  Shelley Hunter:solve ONE and circle other questions with the same product 



  Michie Hafen:Create a real life example: if you have one group of five apples how many apples would 
you have? 

  Stephanie Burton:Which  expressions have a product of 24? 

  Heather FOGLIA:6x=30 

  Laura Marino:select a operation and write a story that would use it.  

  Michie Hafen:This can be done with pictures 

  Barb Weidus:The answer is 40. What factors might produce that product? 

  Heather FOGLIA:love pan 

  Melissa Madsen:Which problems will be even? 

  Dylan Swift:biggest perimeter with area of 20 

  Jaclyn Gombert:The answer is 36. What are some problems we could do to get this answer? 

  Heather FOGLIA:Love Pam's idea 

  Charlene Hanchak:make as many mulitplication problems that have 5 as multiplier 

  Rebecca Doty:Choose a row, if the first multiplier had been doubled, what would happen to the 
product? What if  the first multiplier had been tripled? 

  Michele Niece:What patterns would you see with the multiples of 5? 

  Magen Gray:Answer all questions that end in 0. 

  Belle Lewis:Story board one result 

  Christopher Burnett:Which problems will end in 5? 

  Nur Baiti Nasution:Which product that will end with zero? 

  Heidi Kwalk:An equation with two factors on both sides 

  Michie Hafen:Yes! Love the story board idea. 

  Lawrence Knight:writes problem that includ 5 time 6 

  Barb Weidus:7 x _ = __  __ 

  Denise Parker:the number is 50 what are five ways to write this number? 

  Cherry Crandon:Create a word problem for two of the given facts 

  Belle Lewis:Order them in value 

  debbie campagna:5 x _ = __ __ 

  Rebecca Doty:Circle three problems that have a sum of 100. 

  Shannon Pasvogel:Without computing -Circle all the problems that will result with a zero in the ones 
place and state why? Is there a pattern to the problems you circles 

  Barb Weidus:Lucky you! 

  debbie campagna:Create models of the problems using arrays 

  Jennifer Mak:Have students do choral counting by 5s and ask them any patterns they notice. 



  Cathery Yeh:Jennifer Mak, love your mention of choral counting.  

  Cathery Yeh:Students need opportunities to engage in mathematics in relation to real world context as 
well as opportunities to look closely at relationships and patterns in numbers.  

  Kendra Lockman:I really appreciate this framing of student conceptions. 

  Jennifer Mak:I would have students choral count by 5 starting at any number pending the grade level. 
It's important for students to notice patterns and form theories to nudge their thinking. 

  Cathery Yeh:Love the term "form theories to nudge their thinking" 

  Christopher Burnett:Agreed!  

  Michie Hafen:Totally agree with you Jennifer. Relating math to real life is the key to answering why we 
even learn math in the first place.  

  Shelley Hunter:gives a focus for students and teacher 

  Michie Hafen:If you know why you're teaching something, it will be easier for your students to be 
aware of the reason as well.  

  Sarah MacKinnon-Cormier:Make learning achievable for all students. 

  Adriana Blanford:The end resutl is in mind. 

  Magen Gray:You know what you are looking for the students to understand 

  Mary Jo Cherry:emphasis on assessing goals - guides learning  

  Belle Lewis:Visible Learning 

  Melissa Madsen:When we know where we are going it is much easier to find a path 

  Michele Niece:Makes you think about where you need to go with the students 

  Barb Weidus:When the goals are clearly stated and aligned to the standards, the data yield will be 
more valuable. 

  Pam Steinkirchner:If you don't know what it is that you want students to learn, how can your 
assessment reflect your goal? 

  Charlene Hanchak:Know what you are looking for 

  Shannon Pasvogel:Paring Choralcounting with 100s cahrts and or number lines to help stop and look 
atthe structure/patterns that exist concretely in the choral count....  

  John Christiansen:Students know where the instruction is headed. 

  Jeanne Heitzman:It is a student's right to know what is expected of them.   

  Christopher Burnett:It allows the teacher to streamline the lesson with  a framework that can be both 
flexible and structured at the same time. 

  Beverly George:Students are aware of what is expected. 

  Robert Briggerman:By reflecting on assessment we measure the goals we expect students to 
accomplish. 

  Michele Niece:The pre-assessment helps me to create the path 



  Rod Krause:With clear goals and well defined instructions to students on how to meet a goal, 
assessment of student achievement is not ambiguous 

  Lori Byrnes:you can make sure you are providing different types of questions to meet a specific goal 

  Kim Sarwee:assess with purpose of seeing if goals have been met 

  Heather FOGLIA:its a rubric - all know what goals are and how each step toward that goal weighs 

  Rebecca Doty:Students are often confused by and/or disconnected from what they are learning. 
Setting up goals (i.e. "I can" statements) gives them a clear path and allows them to seek help when 
needed. It also keeps  the teacher targeted. 

  Charlene Hanchak:students know what they need to do 

  Lawrence Knight:Focus learning and outcomes 

  Jim Karditzas:I like the idea of revision of concpetion. So often students want to get "the answer" but 
not explore the path or multiple paths to a solution 

  Nur Baiti Nasution:cause it makes the students know what to do 

  Jenny Padilla:Helps us meet kids where they are not just where we want them to go. 

  Cherry Crandon:It prepares students to focus more during the lesson 

  Rachel Pomeroy:Having the goal in mind keeps us open to multiple paths. 

  Michie Hafen:I love you analogy Melissa! Even more related to real life haha 

  Michie Hafen:*your 

  Jennifer Mak:Our students need to have a clear learning objective/goal and it helps teachers guide our 
instruction to meet the needs of our students  

  Belle Lewis:Show them a quality outcome first 

  Jennifer Mak:to also move students along the learning progression as well 

  Desiree T:articulating clear goals is like articulating a clear question in a problem. understanding the 
question of the problem is half of the answer. 

  Kris- Anne  Steele:It clarifies goals and objectives for students. If differenciation is apart of your 
classroom ojectives for each student may be different.  

  Shannon Pasvogel:If I don't know what I want all students to do or know as a result of my lesson how 
will they and/or I know if they have shown competency with it 

  Jennifer Mak:I also lead monthly parent workshop to promote CGI in my building 

  Jenny Padilla:we sure did!  

  Shelley Hunter:great for parents to see the value of math - create less math phobia 

  Barb Weidus:Love the idea of community engagement rather than just involvement. Might lesson 
some of the negativity that is out there. 

  Pam Steinkirchner:Parents seem engaged 

  Erica Cairoli:We have monthly parent university to address questions that parents have about the 
school 



  Beverly George:My district is small-town rural...oftentimes, bashing the school without undersatanding 
what we are doing.  Looks like we need to invite them in!! 

  Michie Hafen:It's awesome to see materials other than just the worksheet (ie. the weekly ad). 

  Rebecca Doty:Can you offer a bit more information on what you mean by a parent workshop? 

  Christopher Burnett:We have designed student created videos that were available for parents who 
wanted a better understanding of our 5th grade curriculum 

  Lawrence Knight:Making connections between real world and the math classroom. 

  Magen Gray:Common interests that can help further our understanding of parents and their 
understanding of us as teachers. 

  Charlene Hanchak:parents are going to tell you what they need inevitably. going with that makes 
perfect sense rather than pushing what teachers think they want on them 

  Susan Strautman:Student created videos sounds like a great idea 

  Jennifer Mak:CGI has changed the trajectory of our math instruction in my building. This webinar helps 
deepen my knowledge around CGI. 

  Michie Hafen:The student could become able to help parents, creating a greater connection betwen 
parent and child.  

  Linda  Waltz:that's cool 

  Charlene Hanchak:parents will feel that tey have greater access to their students math work 

  Jennifer Mak:We are teaching our children math is about thinking and that we want to honor their 
thinking 

  Kris- Anne  Steele:We have an organization at school that builds homes for lower income families. 
Students are involved in the process which relies on math and mathematical concepts. Parents in the 
construction and engineering field are involved in this project.  

  Marie Sykes:Homework providing space for student to solve and parent to solve and discuss works 
great with a word problem 

  Magen Gray:I like that, Marie! 

  Susan Strautman:Great idea! 

  Stephanie  Caragher:Great idea of having parent solve in one space and student in the other 

  Beverly George:I'd love to learn more about the parent workshops...how they are run, etc. 

  Jaclyn Gombert:I want to video tape kids solving problems to share with their parents! 

  Jennifer Mak:I take snapshots of CGI instruction when I walk classrooms. I share them with my teachers 
at staff meeting and parent workshop. 

  Robert Briggerman:Kelly Otani's Newsletters to her families are incredible.  She keeps parents so 
informed and in the loop on the curriculum in the classroom and give specific suggestions for practicing 
and reinforcing at home. 

  Shelley Hunter:I've hosted "New Math 4 Parents" evenings to share the "new" ways students do math. 



  Marie Sykes:Including a place for each to explain their thinking can help facilitate the conversation with 
student and parent. 

  Magen Gray:curriculm nights 

  Michie Hafen:You could relate more to the students by asking them about their lives. Talk to the 
students and parents.  

  Mary Jo Cherry:Just asking parents their thoughts and feelings about mathematics might be helpful in 
working with them to feel comfortable about assisting their children. This might also present 
opportunities for us to personalize information to meet what are probably a variety of needs. 

  Melissa Madsen:We survey the parents several times a year and invite them to meeting to share what 
they want.   

  Lori Byrnes:Students are encouraged to share any time they use math in "real life". 

  Robert Briggerman:Parent math nights where students model CGI strategies, spatial-temporal math, 
and new ways of teaching/learning math as it does not align with their experiences in math instruction. 

  Belle Lewis:These ideas could reinvent homework. 

  Jenny Padilla:In addition to offering workshops, we are trying to create our network of parents to 
extend and support each other beyond what the school offers.  

  Gilberto Santiago:me guste la idea de Sherly Hunters,  

  Marie Sykes:Curriculum Day inviting parents to be students with their student and engage in the 
mathematics helps parents build understanding of the mathematial community. 

  Laura Marino:I like the idea of asked by the students to think about their important numbers and 
creating problems that are solved with that number.  

  Charlene Hanchak:I like the idea of using studnet problem solving anchor charts to help parents feel 
more comfortable with studnets constructing their reasoning and as a way to show there are a variety of 
ways to get to a solution to a problem. 

  Michie Hafen:At the preschool I work at we have an app called BriteWheel that allows us to share 
notes, pictures, and videos with the parents throughout the day.  

  Heather FOGLIA:parents should lead, not the teachers 

  Magen Gray:Students teaching their parents new strategies would be very impowering for students. 

  Rachel Pomeroy:Did I somehow miss what CGI is? Computer Generated Images? I'm lost. 

  Rebecca Doty:I've been emailing our current goals to families (after a pre-assessment as an indicator of 
need). I'm thinking I might be able to make a Google Classroom discussion for families to share ideas on 
how to support the learning before the next assessment date. 

  Jennifer Mak:I realize when we provide our children a safe classroom environment to voice their 
thinking, they'll raise up to the level given mindful planning and thoughtful delivery 

  Rod Krause:Students could share together in writing a book about Math in the real world and find out 
how parents and friends use math and record these stories in the book. 

  Kathy McNutt:anyone else without sound? 

  Amy Hodge:We can't hear. Help! 



  Bill Regan:yup 

  Jaclyn Gombert:Sound? 

  Adriana Blanford:I have no sound as well 

  Mary Jo Cherry:I have no sound now. 

  Rebecca Doty:Yep, no sound. 

  Magen Gray:no sound 

  Michie Hafen:yeah... 

  Susan Strautman:nope 

  Jennifer Mak:no sound now 

  Deborah Thompson:I don't have sound - last several slides 

  Kathleen Stoehr:No sound either 

  debbie campagna:There is no sound 

  Rod Krause:I thought we were just getting a lot of think time :) 

  Christopher Burnett:no sound 

  Lori Byrnes:nothing 

  Linda  Waltz:no sound 

  Denise Parker 2:no sound 

  Kathleen Stoehr:Got sound 

  Lawrence Knight:no sound 

  Michie Hafen:Yay you're back on! 

  Deborah Thompson:cgi might be cognitively guided instruction  

  Marie Sykes:Rather than telling students why we are learning ___, ask them why they think we are 
learning this. Doing so can help students establish relevance on a personal level. 

  Caroline Scott:CGI:  Cognitively Guided Instruction 

  debbie campagna:Will this recording be shared as I dropped out and missed some things 

  Rachel Pomeroy:Ah, thanks. 

  Michie Hafen:Yes, I would love to review everything in this webinar.  

  Kristin Keith:Debbie, yes we will post the recording 

  debbie campagna:Thank you 

  Nancy Rhea:No slide? 

  Jennifer Mak:Would it be possible for us to get a copy of the book so we can study it and use it as a 
mentor text for our CGI instruction? 

  Kristin Keith:Jennifer, There is a link above to purchase the book.  If you're an NCTM member, you get 
20% discount 



  Jennifer Mak:Got it 

  Kevin Mertz:Is there a temporary access code for more4u to try out the website? 

  Kimberly Rich:. 

  Adriana Blanford:More juicy taks 

  Adriana Blanford:tasks* 

  Melissa Madsen:I love the family videos 

  Magen Gray:Continue to do my best to connect our math content to their real lives. 

  Justina Thomson:The math wall is an idea I would like to explore 

  Rachel Pomeroy:let's get juicier! 

  Belle Lewis:Thank you all 

  Leigh Plahna:Love the idea of interviewing parents on how they use math every day 

  Mary Jo Cherry:I am now planning to use your book as a text in one of my courses. Thank you! I loved 
this format for learning about a book. 

  Pam Steinkirchner:I need to do more to engage parents.  They feel that they are poor at math and they 
need to know that they really aren't 

  Rod Krause:Thank you - very much appreciated and valuable help 

  Heather FOGLIA:I want my parents to inform ME so much more.   

  Robert Briggerman:Thank you so much for sharing this information with us today.  I so appreciate the 
opportunity to work together as a learning community! 

  Kortney Schwartz:The idea of informed, intentional assessments. I don't typically use  formal 
assessments because of the negative  connotation  

  Kathleen Stoehr:Thank you!!! 

  Martha Adams:thank you! 

  Melissa Madsen:Thank you this was great! 

  Marie Sykes:Thank you! 

  Michele Niece:Thank you 

  Jennifer Mak:Thanks for the invite! 

  Michie Hafen 2:Thank you! I agree this was a very informative webinar. ((: 

  Barb Weidus:Thank you! 

  Christopher Burnett:thanks and good evening! 

  rini utami:thank you, i love this webinar 

  CHONDA LONG:I believe you get the access code when you purchase the book 

  Charity Morris:Thank you! 

  Mark Ellis:Thanks everyone! We really enjoyed this. So many wonderful ideas from you all!! 



  Michie Hafen 2:where will the recording of this webinar be available? 

  Steve Knowles:The app that was mentioned briefly - was it 'go formative'?? 

  Cathery Yeh:Thank you all!  

  CHONDA LONG:You will receive a link to the recording tomorrow 

  Cherry Crandon:Thank you! 

  Nur Baiti Nasution:thank you 

  Linda  Waltz:under files 4 it says unsupported content. will the certificate be available another way 

  Gilberto Santiago:love ti  

  Gilberto Santiago:love it 

  Kimberly Rich:T link or file to have proof of watching this is not working. 

  Dewi Mardhiyana 2:thank you 

  Jennifer Mak:I presented at NCTM one year when I was a math coach. It's greeat to be reconnected 
with NCTM today. 

 


